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Fotopro S3 Lite Mini is an ultra-light tripod, designed for mobile photographers using small digital SLRs, mirrorless
cameras, sports cameras or smartphones. A small tripod with great possibilities S3 Lite Mini is made of the highest
quality aluminum alloy and lightweight plastics. The design ensures high stability at low tare weight and offers the lifting
capacity of equipment weighing not more than 2.5 kilograms. The maximum working height of Fotopro S3 Lite Mini is 44
cm. When folded, the tripod is only 25 cm long and easily fits in almost any photo bag or backpack. The unique foursection legs system allows you to quickly set up and fold the tripod. Rubber tips ensure traction on slippery surfaces.
The S3 Lite Mini allows reverse mounting of the center column. As a result, the camera or camcorder can be mounted
just above the ground. This solution is particularly useful in macro photography or when taking shots from the so-called
"frog perspective". The hook located on the back of the column makes it possible to load the tripod in strong winds.
Fotopro tripod is equipped with an integrated ball head with 1/4 "male tripod mount. The mounting system is intuitive,
convenient and quick to use. Along with the tripod, the set includes two allen keys and a practical case. High quality
and guarantee of reliability Thoughtful design and high quality materials make the product will last for years. In addition,
all Fotopro tripods are covered by a six-year warranty! Fotopro S3 Lite tripod is an excellent choice for both amateurs
and more advanced photography enthusiasts looking for a solid tripod with a small size. Technical parameters /
specification â€¢ model: S3 Lite Mini â€¢ color: green-gray â€¢ material: aluminum and plastic â€¢ integrated ball head with 1
"male tripod mount â€¢ maximum load (capacity): 2.5 kg â€¢ maximum working height with the central column extended: 44
cm â€¢ maximum working height with lowered central column: 38 cm â€¢ minimum working height: 25.5 cm â€¢ height in
transport position: 25.5 cm â€¢ number of leg sections: 4 â€¢ leg lock type: Quick Twist Lock System â€¢ extendable central
column with reverse mounting option â€¢ rubber, non-slip leg endings â€¢ hook for loading the tripod â€¢ weight: 0.48 kg
Warranty 6 years (manufacturer's warranty)
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